TWILIGHT AND SHADOW
Featuring Renée Fleming

Music by HOWARD SHORE
Lyrics by PHILIPPA BOYENS

Moderately slow \( J = 60 \)

Chorus: Ngil

(with pedal)

TWILIGHT AND SHADOW SONG performed by Renée Fleming

Soprano soloist:

Naun el krec ú a mae

Ngil nin el nel

ú el me Sf li mae

du Gli li mae
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THE GRACE OF UNDÖMIEL SONG performed by Renée Fleming

Slower \( J = 80 \)
Text from the poem The Evening Star
by PHILIPPA BOYENS

THE EVENING STAR
I saw a star rise high in the
Evening sky,
It hung like a jewel,
Softly shining.

I saw a star fade in the
Evening sky,
The dark was too deep and so light died,
Softly pining.

For what might have been,
For what never was.
For a life, long lived
For a love half given.